
Masthead

Sheeve (pulley)

Halyard
(runs inside mast, or outside,
and is secured at a cleat near
the bottom of the mast)

Head
(highest cringle of the sail) 

Foot of the sail
(bottom of it)--this one is loose footed)
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Clew
(aftmost cringle at foot)

A Cringle is a small metal ring sewn into the 
sail to form a connection point for the sail to the 
rest of the rig.  Or... a rotund man in a red suit 
that magically enters homes down their chimneys 
Dec 25th, bringing gifts in celebration of ...

Head of the sail

Downhaul
(used to tighten Luff tension)

Downhaul Cleat
(used to secure downhaul)

M
ast

(m
ain vertical sp

ar)

Boom

Outhaul
(tightens foot tension)

Tack
(lowest cringle on luff)

Tack (reef point)
(lowest cringle on luff
when reefed)

Mast Step

I like this separate
line that holds Clew to boom
and can slide fore and aft
as you adjust the Outhaul.

Clew (reef point)
(aftmost cringle at foot
when reefed)

Leech

(the back edge of the sail)

CE
(center of effort)
(the geometric central point of
wind force on the sail) 

Tack
(lowest cringle on luff)

Sail slot
(Boltrope loads up into
slot through cutaway. 
Gooseneck of boom 
not shown here for 
clarity.)

Cutaway Load slot
(Luff, beginning with
Head, is loaded up into 
slot through cutaway.
Then Tack is pulled 
down below the 
cutaway.)

Note:
To unload or to reef 
the sail to a reef 
point, it must first be 
hauled UP so the 
tack is up in the 
cutaway and can 
then be pulled out 
through the cutaway.  
Then, the halyard is 
eased and the tack 
and the rest of the 
luff falls out or is 
pulled out through 
the cutaway.

Halyard Cleat
(used to secure halyard, typically Main halyard 
goes to a cleat on stbd side of mast, Jib 
halyard to a cleat on port side of mast.)

Gooseneck

Some terms to help the discussion about the mast slot position on 
the mast, used for the loading and unloading of the mains’l Luff.
Room must remain at the top of the mast in order to haul the sail up fully into the slot before the tack is then dropped 
down lower into the slot into working position.  If you unload the mast to a reef point, the boom must then be at the 
bottom of the cutaway when the sail is reefed.  If you have just barely enough room up top, you risk hauling up too 
much and jamming the halyard shackle up into the masthead sheeve..  All these ideas together determine the cutaway 
position.  Too high above the normal boom position and reefing requires the boom to be raised all the way up to the 
bottom of that cutaway.  Too low a cut, closer to the normal boom position, and there is not much grip for the lower 
luff (the section of luff below the cutaway in the slot) when you tighten the outhaul to flatten the sail shape at the foot.

Room at top
of mast to 
haul up 
mains’l so 
the tack can 
be pulled out 
of the sail 
loading 
cutaway for 
unloading or 
reefing.  
Enough room 
so halyard 
shackle will 
not jam in 
sheeve at 
top.
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